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Abstract
We consider the determination of the optimal singular stochastic control for maximizing the
expected cumulative revenue ows in the presence of a state-dependent marginal yield measuring
the instantaneous returns accrued from irreversibly exerting the singular policy. As in standard
models of singular stochastic control, the underlying stochastic process is assumed to evolve
according to a regular linear diusion. We derive the value of the optimal strategy by relying on a
combination of stochastic calculus, the classical theory of diusions, and non-linear programming.
We state a set of usually satised conditions under which the optimal policy is to reect the
controlled process downwards at an optimal threshold satisfying an ordinary rst-order necessary
condition for an optimum. We also consider the comparative static properties of the value and
state a set of sucient conditions under which it is concave. As a consequence, we are able to
state a set of sucient conditions under which the sign of the relationship between the volatility
of the process and the value is negative. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Most traditional models describing the determination of the rational harvesting plan-
ning in the presence of stochastic uctuations (cf. Alvarez, 1998a, 1999b; Alvarez and
Shepp, 1998; Lande et al., 1994, 1995; Lungu and Oksendal, 1996, 1998) or consid-
ering singular stochastic control problems in general (cf. Alvarez, 1999; Benes et al.,
1980; Fleming and Soner, 1993, Chapter VIII; Harrison, 1985; Karatzas, 1983; Karatzas
and Shreve, 1985; Kobila, 1993; Myhre, 1997, 1998) assume that the marginal yield
accrued from implementing the optimal singular policy is constant. While this assump-
tion may be justiable in a case where the underlying controlled stochastic system is
stable (in terms of revenues), it overlooks an important factor aecting realistic models
of singular stochastic control. Namely, that usually the marginal revenues depend on
the current state of the system and vary as the state varies. To motivate this argu-
ment more explicitly, consider the determination of a harvesting strategy maximizing
the expected cumulative present value of future yields from the present up to extinction.
0304-4149/00/$ - see front matter c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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It is now clear that the law of decreasing demand guarantees that the protability of a
harvested individual increases as its density decreases. However, it is also sensible to
argue that the rarer the species becomes the harder it is to harvest and, therefore, the
higher are the operating costs. Thus, assuming a constant marginal yield corresponds to
the case where both harvesting revenues and costs are assumed to increase at the same
rate for all densities. Whenever this assumption is relaxed, we nd that the marginal
yield from harvesting cannot be independent of the current density of the harvested
population process.
Motivated by this argument it is our purpose in this study to consider the determi-
nation of the optimal singular control for maximizing the expected cumulative present
value of future revenue ows in the presence of a state-dependent and non-increasing
marginal yield. By following the technique introduced in Alvarez (1999), we rst state
an associated ordinary non-linear programming problem which can be solved by relying
on ordinary concave programming techniques. We then derive the value of the optimal
strategy in terms of the Green-kernel of the underlying diusion. We also characterize
the policy yielding the maximal value, and state a set of sucient conditions under
which the optimal policy is to reect the underlying diusion downward at an optimal
threshold satisfying an ordinary rst-order necessary condition for an optimum. How-
ever, we nd that the policy yielding the maximal value is not admissible. Surprisingly,
and in contrast to ordinary models of singular stochastic control, it turns out that the
optimal policy cannot be expressed in terms of the local time process of the underlying
diusion. More precisely, while the optimal strategy is to reect the process at a given
optimal boundary, the way in which the process should be reected is not standard
since it requires that the process should be taken instantaneously (at an innite rate)
down to the optimal threshold but only in small parts and just enough to maintain the
process in the non-action region. The optimal policy is then found by letting the num-
ber of steps to increase without bounds (that is, as a limit of a convergent sequence).
We also state a set of usually satised sucient conditions under which the value
is concave and increased stochastic uctuations decrease the value of the optimal
policy.
The contents of this short study are as follows. In Section 2 we present a singular
stochastic control problem and state conditions under which it can be explicitly solved.
In Section 3 we then consider an associated (and majorizing) control problem and
state a set of easily veriable conditions under which the values of the two stochastic
control problems coincide. In Section 4 we then consider both the curvature of the
value function and the sign of the relationship between stochastic uctuations and
the value. Finally, Section 5 illustrates our results explicitly by relying on exam-
ples based on standard geometric Brownian motion and on standard Brownian motion
with drift.
2. The singular control problem
In order to state the considered singular stochastic control problem, we rst assume
that the underlying controlled stochastic process, denoted now as fX (t); t>0g, evolves
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according to a one-dimensional regular (Ito^-) diusion process dened on a complete
ltered probability space (
;P; fFtgt>0;F), and described by the stochastic dierential
equation
dX (t) = (X (t)) dt + (X (t)) dW (t)− dZ(t); X (0) = x; (1)
where  :R 7! R and  :R 7! R are given Lipschitz-continuous mappings, and Z
denotes the control process. For simplicity, and in order to avoid interior singularities
we will assume throughout this study that (x)> 0 on R+. It is, however, worth
noting that this condition can be relaxed as long as the boundary behavior of the
process X is specied at the interior singularities (cf. Alvarez, 1999a, 1999b). As
usual, we will call an implemented control strategy Z admissible, if it is non-negative,
non-decreasing, right-continuous, and fFtg-adapted, and denote the set of admissible
strategies as . Moreover, we also assume that the mapping  :R+ 7! R+, representing
the instantaneous marginal yields accrued from exerting the control Z , is continuous,
non-increasing, and satises the inequality 0<(0)<1.
It is now our purpose to consider under the assumptions above the singular stochas-
tic control problem (a monotone follower problem, cf. Karatzas, 1983; Karatzas and
Shreve, 1984)
V (x) = sup
Z2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s); (2)
where (0) = infft>0: X (t)60g denotes the rst hitting time to 0. That is, our purpose
is to nd the policy maximizing the present expected cumulative revenues from the
present up to the rst date where the underlying diusion vanishes (i.e. up to the
extinction date, or the rst liquidation date). Before analysing problem (2) any further,
we state the following auxiliary verication lemma:
Lemma 1. Let F :R+ 7! R+ be a mapping satisfying the conditions
(i) F 2C1(R+) \ C2(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points;
(ii) F 00(x+)<1 and F 00(x−)<1 for all x2D;
(iii) F 0(x)>(x) for all x2R+;
(iv) ((A− r)F)(x)60 for all x2R+nD;
where
A=
1
2
2(x)
d2
dx2
+ (x)
d
dx
(3)
is the dierential operator representing the innitesimal generator of X . Then;
V (x)6F(x) for all x2R+.
Proof. As was demonstrated in Iksendal (1998, Appendix D, pp. 299{302, see also
Fleming and Soner, 1993, pp. 322{326), conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that there
exists a sequence fFjg1j=1 of mappings Fj 2C2(R+) such that
Fj ! F uniformly on compact subsets of R+, as j !1;
(A− r)Fj ! (A− r)F uniformly on compact subsets of R+nD, as j !1;
f(A− r)Fjg1j=1 is locally bounded on R+.
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Let Z 2 be an admissible policy. Then, according to the Doleans{Dade{Meyer
change of variables formula we have
Ex[e−rT

Fj(X (T ))] = Fj(x) + Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r)Fj)(X (s)) ds
−Ex
Z T
0
e−rsF 0j (X (s)) dZ
c(s)
+Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[Fj(X (s))− Fj(X (s−))];
where Zc(t) denotes the continuous part of the admissible policy Z 2, T  = (0) ^
R ^ (R), and (R) = infft>0: X (t)>Rg. By reordering terms, we nd that
Fj(x) = Ex[e−rT

Fj(X (T ))]− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r)Fj)(X (s)) ds
+Ex
Z T
0
e−rsF 0j (X (s)) dZ
c(s)− Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[Fj(X (s))− Fj(X (s−))]:
By letting now j tend to innity and invoking Fatou’s lemma we nd that
F(x) = lim
j!1
Ex
(
e−rT

Fj(X (T ))
−
Z T
0
e−rs[((A− r)Fj)(X (s)) ds− F 0j (X (s)) dZc(s)]
−
X
06s6T
e−rs[Fj(X (s))− Fj(X (s−))]
)
> Ex[e−rT

F(X (T ))]−Ex
Z T
0
e−rs[((A− r)F)(X (s)) ds−F 0(X (s)) dZc(s)]
−Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[F(X (s))− F(X (s−))]:
Therefore, invoking the non-negativity of F , conditions (iii) and (iv) yield
F(x)>Ex
Z T
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZc(s)− Ex
X
06s6T
e−rsF(X (s));
where F(X (s)) = F(X (s)) − F(X (s−)). It is now a trivial consequence of the dif-
ferentiability of F , the inequality F 0(x)>(x), the monotonicity of , and the mean
value theorem that
F(X (s)) = F(X (s))− F(X (s−)) =−F 0()Z(s)6− ()Z(s)
6−(X (s−))Z(s);
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where 2 (X (s); X (s−)). Therefore, for any admissible strategy Z 2 and for all
x2R+ we have that
F(x)>Ex
Z T
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s):
By letting now R tend to innity we obtain by monotone convergence that for any
admissible policy Z 2 and for all x2R+
F(x)>Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s): (4)
Since (4) is valid for any admissible strategy it has to be also valid for the optimal
one and, therefore, for all x2R+
V (x) = sup
Z2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s)6F(x);
which completes our proof.
Lemma 1 states a set of sucient conditions for the derivation of a majorant for the
value of the optimal strategy. While these conditions clearly indicate how the value
function should be constructed, they do not show how the dierent option components
aect the determination of the value and the rational strategy. An auxiliary result
illustrating these components is stated in
Lemma 2. Assume that 2C(R+)\C1(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points
in R+; and dene the concave mapping  :R+ 7! R+ measuring the cumulative in-
stantaneous yields as
(x) =
Z x
0
(y) dy: (5)
Then; for all x2R+ we have
V (x)6(x) + sup
Z(t)2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds: (6)
That is; the value of the rational strategy is always dominated by the sum of the
value of the current reservoirs and the cumulative value of the future convenience
yields accrued from retaining part of the reservoir X unutilized.
Proof. It is now clear that our assumptions imply that (x) is twice continuously
dierentiable outside a countable set of points in R+ and continuously dierentiable
on R+. Thus, as in the proof of Lemma 1, we nd that there is a sequence fjg1j=1 of
mappings j 2C2(R+) such that
j !  uniformly on compact subsets of R+, as j !1;
(A− r)j ! (A− r) uniformly on compact subsets of R+nD, as j !1;
f(A− r)jg1j=1 is locally bounded on R+.
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Applying now the Doleans{Dade{Meyer change of variables formula to the mapping
j(x) and reordering terms then yields
j(x) = Ex[e−rT

j(X (T ))]− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r)j)(X (s)) ds
+Ex
Z T
0
e−rs0j(X (s)) dZ(s)
−Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[j(X (s))− j(X (s−))− 0j(X (s−))X (s)];
where T  = (0)^ R^ (R), and (R) = infft>0: X (t)>Rg. Invoking Fatou’s lemma,
and the denition and non-negativity of  then yields
(x) = lim
j!1
(
Ex[e−rT

j(X (T ))]− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r)j)(X (s)) ds
+Ex
Z T
0
e−rs0j(X (s)) dZ(s)
−Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[j(X (s))− j(X (s−))− 0j(X (s−))X (s)]
)
> Ex
Z T
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s)− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds
−Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[(X (s))− (X (s−))− (X (s−))X (s)]:
The concavity of the maping  then implies that
(X (s))6(X (s−))− 0(X (s−))(X (s)−X (s−))=(X (s−))−(X (s−))X (s):
Thus, we nd that for any admissible strategy Z 2
(x)>Ex
Z T
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s)− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds:
Letting R " 1 and invoking monotonic convergence then nally yields
(x)>Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s)− Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds:
Since this inequality is valid for any admissible strategy Z 2 and x2R+ we nd by
reordering terms that
V (x)6(x) + sup
Z(t)2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds;
completing the proof of our lemma.
Remark 2. It should be noted that since semimartingales are stable under convex trans-
formations (cf. Protter, 1990, Theorems 47, p. 163, and 48, p. 164), the process (X (t))
can be expressed in terms of a generalized Ito^ equation.
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Lemma 2 demonstrates that the cumulative present expected yield is dominated by
the sum of the value of the current reservoirs (x) and the expected cumulative present
value of the future marginal convenience yields ((A− r))(x) accrued from retaining
part of the reservoir X unutilized (i.e. from holding inventories, cf. Alvarez, 1999a).
An interesting result characterizing the value function is summarized in our next lemma:
Lemma 3. (A) For all x2R+ we have the inequality
V (x)6 (0) sup
Z(t)2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs dZ(s)
6 (0)x + sup
Z(t)2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(0)((X (s))− rX (s)) ds:
Moreover; if (x)− rx6M; where M > 0 is a constant; then
V (x)6(0)x +
(0)M
r
:
(B) Assume that ((A− r))(x)6M^ ; where M^ > 0 is a constant. Then
V (x)6(x) +
M^
r
:
Proof. (A) Since (x) is non-increasing, we nd that (0)>(x) for all x2R+, prov-
ing the rst inequality. The second inequality is then a straightforward consequence of
the equality (cf. Alvarez, 1998b)
06Ex[e−rT

X (T )] = x + Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((X (s))− rX (s)) ds− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs dZ(s);
where T  is dened as in the proof of our verication Lemma 1. The third inequality
is then a straightforward consequence of the second one. Part (B) is a straightforward
implication of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3 states a set of conditions under which the value function is bounded above
by a mapping growing at most at the rate (0). It is worth noticing that under the
boundedness conditions of Lemma 3, both J1(x)= (0)x+ (0)M=r and J2(x)= (x)+
M^ =r satisfy the conditions of our verication Lemma 1 and, therefore, constitute a set
of potential candidates for the true value. As we will see later, neither of these two
values are, however, attainable. Another important consequence of Lemma 2 is now
stated in:
Corollary 1. Assume that 2C(R+)\C1(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points
in R+; and that the mapping (x) dened in (5) is r-superharmonic for fX (t); t>0g;
that is; that for all x2R+nD
1
2
2(x)0(x) + (x)(x)− r(x)60:
Then; the optimal policy is to drive the process instantaneously (i.e. innitely fast)
to the origin; (0) = 0 almost surely; and V (x) = (x). The policy (which is not
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admissible) is characterized as follows. Choose an arbitary partition 0=x0<x1<   
<xn−1<xn = x of the interval [0; x] satisfying the condition jxi − xi−1j # 0 for all
i2 0; : : : ; n as n ! 1. Denote as Zn(0) the control which takes instantaneously the
process X from the state xn to the state xn−1; then from the state xn−1 to the state
xn−2 and so on. Then; the optimal policy Z(0) = limn!1 Zn(0).
Proof. The optimality of the instantaneous depletion is a direct consequence of Lemmas
1 and 2. To see that the policy yielding the maximal value is of the form stated in
our corollary, let D : 0 = x0<x1<   <xn−1<xn = x be an arbitrary partition of
the interval [0; x] satisfying the conditions of our corollary and denote as Zn(0) the
proposed strategy. We nd that under the proposed policy Zn(0) the value reads as
V (x) =
nX
i=1
(xi)(xi − xi−1):
Letting n tend to innity then yields the required result.
Corollary 1 states a set of easily veriable conditions under which the instantaneous
depletion of a reserve can be optimal. As intuitively is clear, if the marginal yield
from holding a reservoir is always non-positive independent of the current reserves,
then instantaneous depletion is optimal as no intertemporal prots can be accrued by
waiting and postponing the decision. However, in contrast to ordinary studies consid-
ering models subject to constant marginal yields, we nd that if the convenience yield
from holding reserves is non-positive at all states then the optimal policy is to deplete
the reserves at an innitely fast rate but only in small proportions at a time (a form of
a \chattering policy"). This is clearly the only way to attain the maximal value since
the policy Z(0)= x only yields the value (x)x which is, by the monotonicity of (x),
clearly below (x). Unfortunately, as is clear from the denition of the admissible
strategies, the resulting strategy is not admissible. Moreover, since any partition of the
interval [0; x] satisfying the conditions of our Corollary 1 yields the same value, we
also nd that the policy is not uniquely determined. Before proceeding to our study,
we state the following denition needed throughout this study.
Denition 1 (Borodin and Salminen, 1996, Chapter II; Ito and McKean, 1965,
Section 4. 6, and Mandl, 1968, Section II.3). The Green-kernel Gr :I  I 7! R+
of a linear diusion X with state-space IR is dened as
Gr(x; y) =
Z 1
0
e−rtp(t; x; y) dt;
where p(t; x; y) is the transition density of the diusion X dened with respect to its
speed measure. There are two linearly independent functions (the fundamental solu-
tions), ~ (x) and ~’(x), with ~ (x) increasing and ~’(x) decreasing, spanning the set of
solutions of the ordinary dierential equation ((A− r)u)(x) = 0, where A is the dif-
ferential operator representing the innitesimal generator of X . Then, the Green-kernel
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Gr(x; y) can be rewritten as
Gr(x; y) =
(
B−1 ~ (x) ~’(y); x<y;
B−1 ~ (y) ~’(x); x>y;
where
B=
~ 
0
(x)
S 0(x)
~’(x)− ~’
0(x)
S 0(x)
~ (x)> 0
is the constant Wronskian determinant of the fundamental solutions ~ (x) and ~’(x),
and S 0(x) = exp(− R 2(x)=2(x)) denotes the scale density of X .
In the light of Denition 1, let us now denote as D(G) the domain of the in-
nitesimal generator G of fX (t); t>0g and as ~ 2D(G) and ~’2D(G) the increasing
and decreasing fundamental solutions of the ordinary second-order dierential equation
((A − r)u)(x) = 0, respectively. Since the controlled diusion is dened up to the
rst hitting time to 0, denote as D( ~G) the domain of the innitesimal generator ~G of
fX (t); t 2 [0; (0))g and as  (x) the increasing fundamental solution of ((A−r)u)(x)=0
on D( ~G). It is clear that if 0 is unattainable, that is, if 0 is either a natural or an entrance
boundary for fX (t); t>0g, then (0)=1 and  (x) coincides with ~ (x). If 0 is an exit
and, therefore, an attainable boundary we again nd that  (x)= ~ (x) (cf. Borodin and
Salminen, 1996, p. 19). However, if 0 is a regular boundary for fX (t); t>0g, then an
extra condition of killing at 0 is required. Since any solution of ((A− r)u)(x)=0 can
be written as a linear combination of the fundamental solutions ~ (x) and ~’(x), and
 (0)=0 whenever 0 is killing, we nd that  (x)= ~ (x)− ~ (0) ~’(x)= ~’(0). Summarizing,
we obtain that
 (x) =
8><
>:
~ (x) if 0 is natural; exit; or entrance;
~ (x)−
~ (0)
~’(0)
~’(x) if 0 is regular:
The rst of our main results is now summarized in:
Theorem 1. Assume that 2C(R+)\C1(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points
in R+; that the mapping f : R+ 7! R+ dened as
f(x) =
(x)
 0(x)
(7)
attains an unique interior maximum
b = argmax

(x)
 0(x)

(8)
and that f(x) is non-increasing on [b;1). Then; the optimal policy is to reect
downwards the process X (t) at threshold b. Under the optimal policy; we have that
X (t)− Z(t)6x for all t>0 andZ
[0; t)
(V 0(X (s))− (X (s))) dZ(s) = 0; 8t>0: (9)
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The value V 2C1(R+) \ C2(R+nD) then reads as
V (x) =
8>><
>>:
Z x
b
(y) dy + (b)
 (b)
 0(b)
; x>b;
(b)
 (x)
 0(b)
; x<b:
(10)
Moreover; if (x) is dierentiable at the optimal boundary b; then it satises the
rst-order necessary condition
0(b) 0(b) = (b) 00(b); (11)
or; equivalently;
d
dx
ln((x))jx=b = ddx ln( 
0(x))jx=b : (12)
Proof. It is clear now by denition that the proposed value function V 2C1(R+) \
C2(R+nD), where D is a countable set of points. Moreover, V satises on R+ the
inequality V 0(x)>(x), since (x)= 0(x)6(b)= 0(b) for all x2R+. To prove that
the value is r-superharmonic for X (t) on R+, observe that the condition that (x)= 0(x)
is non-increasing on [b;1) implies that on the points of dierentability, we have
f0(x) =
(x)
 0(x)

0(x)
(x)
−  
00(x)
 0(x)

=
(x)
 0(x)
d
dx
ln

(x)
 0(x)

60:
Combining this result with the denition of  (x) yields that on (b;1) we have
1
2
2(x)0(x) + (x)(x)− r (x) (x)
 0(x)
60:
Thus, we nd that on (b;1) we have
((A− r)V )(x) = 1
2
2(x)0(x) + (x)(x)− r
Z x
b
(s) ds− r (b) (b
)
 0(b)
6 r (x)
(x)
 0(x)
− r
Z x
b
(s) ds− r (b) (b
)
 0(b)
6 r (x)
(x)
 0(x)
− r
Z x
b
(x)
 0(x)
 0(s) ds− r (b) (b
)
 0(b)
= r (b)

(x)
 0(x)
− (b
)
 0(b)

60:
Thus, the proposed value function satises the conditions of our Lemma 1 and, there-
fore, majorizes the value of the optimal strategy.
To prove the opposite inequality, invoke the Doleans{Dade{Meyer change of
variables formula to nd that
V (x) = Ex[e−rT

V (X (T ))]− Ex
Z T
0
e−rs((A− r)V )(X (s)) ds
+Ex
Z T
0
e−rsV 0(X (s)) dZ(s)
−Ex
X
06s6T
e−rs[V (X (s))− V (X (s−))− V 0(X (s−))X (s)];
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where T =(0)^R^(R), and (R)=infft>0: X (t)>Rg. Since the control is exerted
only above the boundary b; V 0(x)=(x) for x>b; Z(t) does not increase on (0; b),
and ((A− r)V )(X (t))=0 (except for a t-set of Lebesgue-measure zero), we have that
under the optimal policy
V (x) = Ex[e−rT

V (X (T ))] + Ex
Z T
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s):
Letting R tend to innity and invoking the boundedness of V on (0; b] then
yields that
V (x) = Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(X (s)) dZ(s);
completing the proof of our theorem.
It is worth noting that the necessary condition (12) states that at the optimal threshold
b the elasticity of the marginal yield with respect to the current state has to be equal
with the elasticity of the derivative of the increasing fundamental solution with respect
to the current state. This result is of interest since it demonstrates that our results remain
valid under a (positive) multiplicative transformation of the marginal yield (x) and
an (positive) ane transformation of the fundamental solution  (x). The monotonicity
of the marginal yield (x) then implies that the fundamental solution  (x) has to
be locally concave at the optimal boundary b, since (b) 00(b) = 0(b) 0(b)60.
Thus, we observe that (b) 0(b)>r (b) implying that (b)> 0 and that
V (b) = (b)
 (b)
 0(b)
>
1
r
(b)(b):
As in the case of Corollary 1 and in contrast to ordinary models of singular stochastic
control, we nd that the policy yielding the maximal value is not admissible. In fact,
it seems to be impossible to express the optimal policy satisfying the conditions of our
Theorem 1 in terms of the local time process of the underlying diusion. Again, we
nd that if x>x, then the optimal policy is to take the process X instantaneously to
the state x in the way described in Corollary 1. From the date 0 on, the controlled
process is allowed to evolve according to the diusion X reected at x and killed
at 0. Two interesting corollaries illustrating the signicance of the auxiliary mapping
f(x) in the determination of the optimal policy are summarized in
Corollary 2. (A) Assume that 2C(R+)\C1(R+nD); where D is a countable set of
points in R+; and that the mapping f : R+ 7! R+ dened in (7) is non-increasing.
Then; the optimal policy is to drive the process instantaneously to the origin in the
way described in Corollary 1. In that case; the value reads as V (x) = (x); where
(x) is dened as in (5).
(B) Assume that 2C(R+) \ C1(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points in
R+; and that the increasing fundamental solution  (x) is convex. Then; the optimal
policy is to drive the process instantaneously to the origin in the way described in
Corollary 1; and the value reads as V (x) = (x); where (x) is dened as in (5).
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Proof. (A) The result is a direct implication of the proof of Theorem 1.
(B) Assume that the increasing fundamental solution  (x) is convex. We nd by
the monotonicity of the marginal yield (x) that for any x6y we have the inequality
(x)
 0(x)
>
(y)
 0(x)
>
(y)
 0(y)
;
proving the monotonicity of the auxiliary mapping f. The alledged result follows then
from part (A).
Theorem 1 and its Corollary 2 demonstrate that the optimal control is essentially
determined by the behavior of the auxiliary mapping f(x) dened in (7). The r-harmon-
icity, non-negativity, and monotonicity of the fundamental solution implies that  (x) is
always convex on the set fx2R+: (x)60g. Thus, as part (B) of Corollary 2 clearly
indicates, processes subject to non-positive expected growth rates will always lead to
the instantaneous depletion of the reserve X . It is worth pointing out that Corollary 2
implies Corollary 1. If the conditions of Corollary 2 are met, then we nd that on
R+nD we have the inequality
0(x) 0(x)6(x) 00(x) =
2r
2(x)
 (x)(x)− 2(x)
2(x)
 0(x)(x);
implying that
1
2
2(x)0(x) + (x)(x)6r
 (x)
 0(x)
(x): (13)
On the other hand, the monotonicity of (x)= 0(x) also implies that
(x) =
Z x
0
(y)
 0(y)
 0(y) dy>
(x)
 0(x)
 (x):
Combining this inequality with (13) then nally proves that on R+nD we have the
inequality 12
2(x)0(x)+ (x)(x)6r(x). It is also worth noting that our assumptions
on the boundary behavior of the marginal yield (x) imply that if limx#0  0(x) = 0,
then the optimal policy is always to drive the process instantaneously to the origin
(the so-called \take the money and run"-policy). For example, if the lower boundary
0 is either natural or entrance, then we know that limx#0  0(x)=S 0(x) = 0. Thus, if
limx#0 S 0(x) = 0, we nd that  0(x) has to tend towards zero at a faster rate than the
scale density S 0(x), and the optimality of immediate depletion follows. Interestingly,
similar results have been obtained in problems of optimal stopping of regular diusions
(cf. Alvarez, 1998b). Two other interesting implications of our Theorem 1 are now
summarized in our next two corollaries:
Corollary 3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are met. Then; the value
V 2C1(R+)\C2(R+nD); where D is a countable set of points in R+; is the (viscocity)
solution of the quasi-variational inequality
minf((r −A)V )(x); V 0(x)− (x)g= 0: (14)
Proof. The result is a straightforward implication of Theorem 1.
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Corollary 4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are met and that 2C1(R+).
Then; the optimal threshold b satises the rst-order necessary condition (11); and
the value function V dened in (10) is twice continuously dierentiable on R+.
Proof. The result is a straightforward implication of Theorem 1.
It is of interest to note that our approach, which is essentially based on a com-
bination of the classical theory of linear diusions, stochastic calculus, and concave
programming, provides a nice and simple way for solving quasi-variational inequalities
of the Von Neumann type without having to rely on the classical Hamilton{Jacobi{
Bellman-approach familiar from dynamic programming. Moreover, we nd that the
principle of smooth-t rst introduced in Benes et al. (1980) can be interpreted as
an ordinary rst-order necessary condition for a maximum (see also Alvarez, 1999a
for similar results). Before concluding this section, we relax our assumption on the
monotonicity of the marginal yield (x) and state an interesting extension of
Theorem 1 in:
Proposition 1. Assume that the marginal yield  : R+ 7! R+ attains a unique interior
maximum at x^ > 0; that (x) is non-increasing for x> x^; and that 2C(R+) \
C1(R+nD) where D is a countable set of points on R+. Assume also that the auxiliary
mapping f(x) dened in (7) satises the conditions of Theorem 1 and that b>x^.
Then; the optimal policy is to reect the process X downwards at threshold b; and
the value reads as in (10). If the marginal yield (x) is dierentiable at b; then b
satises the necessary condition (11).
Proof. It is clear that our asumptions imply that (x)6^(x) :=(x^)(0; x^ ](x)
+ (x)(x^;1)(x) for all x2R+, where
A(x) =
(
1; x2A;
0; x 62 A
denotes the indicator mapping of the set A. Thus, we nd that
V (x)6V^ (x) := sup
Z2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs^(X (s)) dZ(s):
Our assumptions now guarantee that the mapping ^(x) satises the conditions of
Theorem 1. However, since b>x^, we nd that this value is attainable also in the
case where the marginal yield is (x) implying that V (x) = V^ (x) and concluding the
proof of our proposition.
Proposition 1 states a set of sucient conditions under which the results of our key
Theorem 1 remain valid also in the presence of a non-monotonic but bounded marginal
yield (x) (these type of cases appear frequently in cash-management applications of
singular stochastic control).
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3. The associated control problem
Lemma 2 demonstrated how a majorant for the value function can be constructed.
However, the state-dependence of the marginal yield implies that it is not beforehand
clear whether this majorant can be attained by applying an admissible policy. In order
to state a set of conditions under which this value can be attained, dene the functional
H :R2+ 7! R+ as
H (x; b) = (x) + R(x)− R0(b)  (x)
 0(b)
; (15)
where
R(x) = Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs((A− r))(X (s)) ds (16)
and consider the optimal reection problem
~H (x) = sup
b>0
H (x; b): (17)
In the light of Denition 1, we know that R can alternatively be written as
R(x) =
Z 1
0
Gr(x; y)((A− r))(y)m(dy);
where Gr denotes the Green-kernel of the unconstrained process. The main result of
this section is now summarized in
Theorem 2. Assume that the upper boundary 1 is natural for the diusion X; that
2C1(R+); that is; that the marginal yield is continuously dierentiable; and that
the mapping g(x) = ((A− r))(x) satises the conditions
(i) g(0)>0,
(ii) there is a unique maximum ~x>0 such that g(x)6g( ~x) for all x2R+; and
(iii) g(x) is increasing for x< ~x and decreasing for x> ~x.
Then there is a unique optimal reection boundary b> ~x satisfying the rst-order
necessary condition
R00(b) 0(b) = R0(b) 00(b): (18)
Alternatively; (18) can be written as
r
Z b
0
 (y)g(y)m(dy) =
 0(b)
S 0(b)
g(b): (19)
Moreover; the functional ~H (x) satises on (0; b) the variational inequality ~H
0
(x)>
(x) and the ordinary dierential equation ((A−r) ~H)(x)=0 subject to the boundary
conditions ~H (0) = 0; ~H (b−) = (1=r)[ 122(b)0(b) + (b)(b)]; ~H
0
(b−) = (b),
and ~H
00
(b−) = 0(b).
Proof. Eq. (17) is a standard non-linear programming problem which can be solved
by ordinary techniques. It is clear that the rst-order optimality condition now is
@H
@b
(x; b) =−  (x)
 02(b)
[R00(b) 0(b)− R0(b) 00(b)] = 0;
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where b = argminfR0(b)= 0(b)g. Invoking the Green-representation of the Markovian
functional R(x) then implies that the rst-order necessary condition can be alternatively
written as
@H
@b
(x; b) =− 2S
0(b) (x)
2(b) 02(b)
"
r
Z b
0
 (y)g(y)m(dy)−  
0(b)
S 0(b)
g(b)
#
= 0:
To prove the existence and uniqueness of b, dene the functional M : R+ 7! R as
M (x) = r
Z x
0
 (y)g(y)m(dy)−  
0(x)
S 0(x)
g(x):
It is now a straightforward implication of our assumptions that M (0)=−( 0(0)=S 0(0))
g(0)60, since  0(0)=S 0(0)>0. Moreover, it is clear by the denition of M that
M (z)−M (x) = r
Z z
x
 (y)g(y)m(dy)−

 0(z)
S 0(z)
g(z)−  
0(x)
S 0(x)
g(x)

:
If x< z< ~x, then the monotonicity properties of g imply that
M (z)−M (x)6 rg(z)
Z z
x
 (y)m(dy)−

 0(z)
S 0(z)
g(z)−  
0(x)
S 0(x)
g(x)

=
 0(x)
S 0(x)
(g(x)− g(z))< 0:
On the other hand, if ~x<x<z, then the monotonicity properties of g imply that
M (z)−M (x)> rg(z)
Z z
x
 (y)m(dy)−

 0(z)
S 0(z)
g(z)−  
0(x)
S 0(x)
g(x)

=
 0(x)
S 0(x)
(g(x)− g(z))> 0:
Thus, M is monotonically decreasing on (0; ~x) and monotonically increasing on ( ~x;1).
Especially, M (x)< 0 for all x6 ~x. Choose now x> ~x. Invoking the mean value theorem
for integrals then yields that
M (x) =M ( ~x) +
 0(x)
S 0(x)
(g()− g(x)) +  
0( ~x)
S 0( ~x)
(g( ~x)− g());
where 2 ( ~x; x). Since g( ~x)>g()>g(x) and  0(x)=S 0(x) ! 1 as x ! 1, we nd
that M (x) ! 1 as x ! 1. Since M is continuous and monotonically increasing on
( ~x;1), we nd that there is a unique root b satisfying (19). Moreover, since
d
dx

R0(x)
 0(x)

=
2S 0(x)
 02(x)2(x)
M (x);
we nd that b is indeed a global minimum of R0(x)= 0(x). That is, for all x2 (0; b)
we have that
R0(x)
 0(x)
>
R0(b)
 0(b)
;
proving that the variational inequality ~H
0
(x)>(x) is satised.
It is now clear by denition that ~H (x) = H (x; b) satises on (0; b) the ordinary
dierential equation ((A − r) ~H)(x) = 0 subject to the boundary conditions ~H (0) = 0
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and ~H
0
(b−)= (b−). Moreover, since ~H 00(x)= 0(x)+R00(x)−R0(b) 00(x)= 0(b),
we nd by invoking the rst-order necessary condition (18) that ~H
00
(b−)= 0(b−).
Finally, since ~H (x) is r-harmonic for X on (0; b), we have by letting x tend to b
and invoking the boundary conditions above that
1
2
2(b)0(b) + (b)(b)− r ~H (b−) = 0;
completing the proof of our theorem.
Theorem 2 states a set of conditions under which the optimal reection problem
(17) always attains an interior optimum. A key consequence of Theorem 2 is now
summarized in (cf. Alvarez, 1999a for associated results on singular control problems
with constant marginal yields):
Theorem 3. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2 are met. Then; as in Theorem 1
the optimal policy is to reect downwards the process X (t) at threshold b; and the
twice continuously dierentiable value function reads as
V (x) =
8>><
>>:
(x) + R(b)− R0(b)  (b
)
 0(b)
; x>b;
(x) + R(x)− R0(b)  (x)
 0(b)
; x<b:
(20)
Moreover; V (x) is the solution of the quasi-variational inequality
minf((r −A)V )(x); V 0(x)− (x)g= 0:
Proof. The result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 2, Lemma 1, and the
proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3 states a set of conditions under which the value of the original singular
stochastic control problem (2) and the value of the associated singular control problem
(6) coincide. While Theorem 3 is valid under stronger smoothness requirements than
Theorem 1, its conditions are easier to verify since they do not require information on
the form of the increasing fundamental solution  (x).
4. The impact of increased uncertainty
One of the key problems in studies of irreversible decision making is to characterize
the sign of the relationship between uncertainty and both the value and the optimal
policy. Our key ndings on the curvature and comparative static properties of the value
V (x) in the most typical case is now summarized in:
Theorem 4. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satised; and that either
the mapping f(x) = (x)= 0(x) is non-decreasing on (0; b) or that the fundamental
solution  (x) is concave on (0; b). Then; the value V (x) is concave on R+. Moreover;
increased uncertainty decreases the value V (x). That is; if ~(x)>(x) on R+; and
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~V (x) denotes the value in the presence of the greater stochastic uctuations ~(x); then
~V (x)6V (x).
Proof. It is clear that the monotonicity of the marginal yield (x) implies that V (x) is
concave on [b;1). If the fundamental solution  (x) is concave on (0; b), then the
concavity of the value follows directly from (10). On the other hand, if (x)= 0(x) is
non-decreasing on (0; b), then for x<y6b we nd that
V 0(x) =  0(x)
(b)
 0(b)
=
 0(x)
(x)
(x)
(b)
 0(b)
>
 0(y)
(y)
(x)
(b)
 0(b)
(monotonicity of f(x))
>
 0(y)
(y)
(y)
(b)
 0(b)
= V 0(y) (monotonicity of (x));
proving the alledged concavity of the value V (x).
To prove that increased volatility decreases the value, note that V 0(x)>(x) and
1
2 ~
2(x)V 00(x) + (x)V 0(x)− rV (x) = 12 ( ~2(x)− 2(x))V 00(x)60:
Thus, V (x) satises the conditions of our Lemma 1 and V (x)> ~V (x) completing the
proof of our theorem.
Theorem 4 states an important result characterizing both the curvature and compara-
tive static behavior of the value of optimal policy. In accordance with the ndings on
standard singular stochastic control problems, we nd that increased stochastic uctu-
ations decrease the value of the optimal strategy. The main diculty in Theorem 4 is
that it can be applied only if the fundamental solution  (x) is explicitly known. Other-
wise it is not beforehand clear how the auxiliary mapping f(x) behaves on R+. It is,
however, clear that since the value is concave on the set where the control Z should be
irreversibly exercised, increased uncertainty should decrease the value at least locally
on the action region.
5. Illustrations
5.1. Non-dierentiable marginal yield
Consider the optimal control problem
V (x) = sup
Z2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs(K − X (s))+ dZ(s); (21)
where the process fX (t); t>0g evolves according to a controlled geometric Brownian
motion
dX (t) = X (t) dt + X (t) dW (t)− dZ(t); X (0) := x; (22)
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where r > 0;  and > 0 are exogeneously determined constants. It is now a straight-
forward consequence of Corollary 1 that if r>, then the process should be driven
instantaneously to zero and the value reads as
V (x) = K2=2[K;1)(x) + (Kx − x2=2)(0;K)(x):
On the other hand, in accordance with Theorem 1, we dene the mapping f: R+ 7! R+
as f(x) = (1=)(K − x)+x1−, where
=
1
2
− 
2
+
s
1
2
− 
2
2
+
2r
2
> 0
denotes the positive root of the quadratic equation 12
2a(a−1)+a− r=0, and  (x)=
x is the increasing fundamental solution for fX (t); t>0g of the ordinary dierential
equation ((A − r)u)(x) = 0. We notice that if 2 (0; 1), that is, if r <, then the
optimal reection threshold is
b =
1− 
2− K 2 (0; K)
and the value reads as
V (x) =
8><
>:
Z x
b
(K − y)+ dy + b(K − b)=; x>b;
(K − b)xx1−=; x<b:
For the sake of generality consider now the singular control problem (21) subject
to a controlled drifted Brownian motion process
dX (t) =  dt +  dW (t); X (0) := x: (23)
It is well known that the increasing fundamental solution now reads as  (x)=ex−ex,
where
=− 
2
+
s
2
4
+
2r
2
> 0
and
=− 
2
−
s
2
4
+
2r
2
< 0:
By following the approach developed in Theorem 1, we now dene the auxiliary
mapping f as
f(x) =
(K − x)+
ex − ex
and consider the sign of the mapping
g^(x) =
r
2

x2 − 2
r
(+ rK)− 2
r

2
2
− K

:
It is now a straightforward exercise in ordinary analysis to show that g^(x)60 for all
x2R+ provided that 62=2K . In that case, Corollary 1 implies that Z(0)=x; (0)=0,
and the value reads as V (x)=K2=2[K;1)(x)+(Kx−x2=2)(0;K)(x). On the other hand,
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if >2=2K then Theorem 1 implies that f(x) attains a unique interior maximum at
b 2 (0; K) and satises the ordinary rst-order necessary condition
eb

((K − b) + 1) = eb((K − b)− 1):
In this case, the value reads as
V (x) =
8>><
>>:
Z x
b
(K − y)+ dy + (K − b
)
eb − eb (e
b − eb); x>b;
(K − b)
eb − eb (e
x − ex); x<b:
5.2. Dierentiable marginal yield
Consider the optimal control problem
V (x) = sup
Z2
Ex
Z (0)
0
e−rs−X (s) dZ(s); (24)
where > 0 is a known constant, and the process fX (t); t>0g evolves according to
the controlled geometric Brownian motion dened in (22). As in Theorem 1, dene the
mapping f(x)=(=)e−xx1−. Again, we observe that if r>, then f(x) is decreasing
and, therefore, that the process should be instantaneously driven to the origin yielding
a value V (x) = 1− e−x. If r <, then f(x) attains a global maximum at
b =
(1− )

:
As Theorem 1 indicates, the optimal policy is then to reect the process X (t) down-
wards at the optimal threshold b yielding the value
V (x) =
8>><
>>:
e−b
 − e−x + 

be−b

; x>b;


e−b

b1−x; x<b:
As in Section 6:1 consider now problem (24) subject to the controlled Brownian motion
(23). Dening the auxiliary function
f(x) =
e−x
ex − ex
and considering the sign of the mapping
~g(x) =
1
2
20(x) + (x)− r
Z x
0
(y) dy
= e−x[(+ r − 1222)− rex]
shows that if either −r6 − 122260 or  + r6 1222, then we nd by invoking
Corollary 1 that Z(0)=x; (0)=0, and the value reads as V (x)=1−e−x. Otherwise, the
mapping f(x) attains a unique interior maximum at b and, according to Theorem 1,
satises the ordinary rst-order necessary condition
f0(b) =− 
(e(+)b − e(+)b)2 [(+ )e
(+)b − (+ )e(+)b ] = 0;
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implying that
b =
1
(− ) ln

(+ )
(+ )

:
The results of Theorem 1 then show that in this case the value reads as
V (x) =
8>>><
>>>:
e−b
 − e−x + e
−b
eb − eb (e
b − eb); x>b;
e−b

eb − eb (e
x − ex); x<b:
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